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1. Introduction
1.1 Aim and philosophy
This work aims at identifying the territorial specificities of the EUSALP macro‐area, determining in
particular its local peculiarities with respect to Europe in terms of territorial capital endowment –
defined as the set of local, tangible and intangible, public and private, assets that constitutes the
growth potentials of an area. This conceptual approach enables to highlight the relevance of
specific growth assets for the building of a possible smart specialization strategy, where smart is
intended in both an economic and territorial sense.
The concept of territorial capital was proposed for the first time by the OECD in its 2001 Territorial
Outlook and was reiterated by DG Regio of the Commission of the European Union: “Each region
has a specific ‘territorial capital’ that is distinct from that of other areas and generates a higher
return for specific kinds of investments than for others, since these are better suited to the area
and use its assets and potential more effectively. Territorial development policies (policies with a
territorial approach to development) should first and foremost help areas to develop their
territorial capital” (European Commission, 2005, p. 1). More recently the territorial capital concept
was launched in a scientific context, with the aim to warrant closer inspection of the economic
nature of all potential sources of development linked to territory and, consequently, of the laws of
accumulation and depreciation of each component, on which to build sound development policies
(Camagni, 2009).
EUSALP is a large and extremely differentiated region. Since the geographical specificities of an
area forcedly turn into social and economic peculiarities in terms of development patterns, it is
important to avoid the direct comparison between areas located in completely different
geographic environments. Thus, the identification – based on morphological characteristics – of
three macro‐territorial areas, homogeneous for their internal geographical characteristics and
different enough to be treated as separate entities, was considered appropriate.
As a consequence, the empirical analysis is carried out on the basis of a threefold, multi‐scalar,
spatial breakdown:
a. macro‐regional (aggregated) scale, comparing the EUSALP entire macro‐region with
Europe1. This level of analysis has the aim to position EUSALP with respect to the rest of
Europe, highlighting socio‐economic strengths and weaknesses of the macro‐region;
b. macro‐territorial scale, geographically distinguishing an Alpine mountainous area, hosting
mainly small and medium‐size cities; a Peri‐alpine foreland hosting also medium‐large and
large cities; and a Plain area, hosting mainly large cities and their regional urban structure.
These areas are identified through the appropriate aggregation of NUTS 3 regions (for
further details on the methodology, see Section 2.2). The aim of this level of analysis is to
define potential cooperation fields across macro territorial areas among differentiated

1

The reference area along this report will be the European Union (28 countries) plus Switzerland and Liechtenstein,
since these two countries are included in EUSALP.
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socio‐geographical environments: what we can call “cross‐areas complementarity
networks”;
c. micro‐territorial scale, considering directly single NUTS 3 areas with all their specificities.
The aim of this level of analysis is to achieve a more precise appreciation of local, place
specific assets, and to define commonalities of challenges, potential development assets
and needs, and consequent cooperation potentials within macro territorial areas. This is
what we can call “wide‐area synergy networks”.
Overall, the ultimate aim of this study is to provide evidence to draw policy suggestions for the
implementation of the Action Plan (European Commission, 2015), in particular referring to
competitiveness and sustainable development.

1.2 Content and structure
This report is the result of a work organized according to three subsequent steps. The first step
refers to the conceptual identification of socio‐economic indicators of local specificities, keeping
clearly separated input indicators from performance indicators. This allows to identify the peculiar
territorial capital assets characterizing the EUSALP region, and in particular those input crucial for
the competitiveness of its productive system. This first phase of the work was accompanied by a
methodological definition of the three macro‐territorial areas identified within EUSALP (for details,
see Section 2.2).
The second step is a detailed collection of row data, in particular at the 2013 NUTS3 level, which
implies an effort in terms of data harmonization for existing data at 2010 NUTS3, an update of old
information, and an estimation of some figures.
The third and final step included the construction of input (assets) and output (performance)
indicators at different levels of geographical disaggregation (EUSALP, macro‐territorial, micro‐
territorial).
Reflecting the Action Plan for EUSALP2, this report is structured on the basis of different thematic
policy domains: economic growth and innovation, spatial structure, environmental quality, and
social inclusion3. Given the peculiar features of the EUSALP macro‐region – an area characterized
by the presence of several international borders, with the relating issues – cross‐border
integration was also considered as a policy domain to be analyzed. For each domain, input (assets)
and output (performance) indicators are identified and discussed.
According to this logic, after presenting the main characteristics of EUSALP with respect to Europe
and after explaining the logic and methodology leading to the identification of the three different
macro‐territorial areas, the report is organized on the basis of the five thematic policy domains,
that are analyzed in depth and at different levels of geographical focus. The first thematic policy
domain is economic growth and innovation; the related indicators take the reader through the
analysis of the area in terms of GDP growth, employment rate, and productivity (performance),

2

We refer here to the Communication from the Commission concerning a European Union Strategy for the Alpine
Region and the relative Action Plan published on 28.7.2015.
3
This is not explicitly mentioned in the EC Action Plan, but the relevance of this domain emerges from the document.
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which we try to explain through different types/patterns of innovation, human capital, saving
propensity, demographic structure, sectoral and functional specialization, agglomeration
economies (territorial assets). From here the focus moves to the second thematic policy domain
under analysis: cross‐border integration; this is analyzed taking economic losses (negative
performance) into account and relating these to different types of barriers, i.e. linguistic socio‐
cultural and legal (negative assets). The third thematic policy domain to be explored is spatial
structure: accessibility potential and tourism (performance) are investigated looking at settlement
structure and land use (territorial assets). Environmental quality is also of great importance and is
indeed the fourth thematic policy domain to be investigated: congestion and pollution are the
main elements considered. Finally, the last thematic policy domain is social inclusion, in terms of
social distress (negative performance), that is analyzed through cohesion, ecological
consciousness, historical and cultural values (territorial assets). Table 1 summarizes the
performance and territorial assets indicators analyzed by policy domains.
Table 1. Performance and territorial assets indicators by policy domains
Types of indicators

Performance indicators

Territorial assets

Policy domains
GDP level and growth

Patterns of innovation

Employment rate

Patenting activity

Productivity

Market innovation
Human capital

Economic growth
and innovation

Saving propensity
Demographic structure
Sectoral and functional
specialization
Agglomeration economies
GDP loss due to legal and
administrative barriers

Cross‐border
integration

Legal and administrative
barriers
Linguistic barriers
Social barriers
Cultural barriers

Spatial structure
Environmental
quality

Social inclusion

Tourism

Settlement structure

Accessibility (rail, road, multimodal)

Land use

Congestion

Settlement structure

Pollution

Land use

Unemployment rate

Cohesion

Crime

Ecological consciousness
Historical values
Cultural values
5

2. EUSA
ALP and itts macro
o‐territorrial areass
2.1 EUSSALP vs. Eu
urope: stru
uctural chaaracteristiccs
A rich and dynamic
area…

EUSSALP is a riich and dyn
namic regio
on, encomppassing 77,2
211 million
n
inhaabitants: altthough it re
epresents only
o 15% off the populaation of thee
refe
erence areaa (EU28 plus Switzerlland and LLiechtenstein, now on
n
gen
nerally calle d “Europe”), its share of GDP is arround 23% (Figures 1aa
and
d 1b). Figurre 2 shows the time trend of GDP with respect to
o
Europe, presennting a peakk in 2007 (24.4%).

Figure 1a. EUSALP – share of GDP
P in 2013

Figu
ure 1b. EUSSALP ‐ sharee of populattion in 2013

Dataa source: Euro
ostat

As will
w be sho wn in greater detail la
ater on in tthis report,, EUSALP iss
also
o particularrly innovativve, in all forms of innoovation, fro
om science‐‐
based innovattion and new
n
knowledge creattion, to prrocess and
d
mmercial in novation. Itt is also characterizedd by an especially welll
com
performing em
mployment rate,
r
even in the periodd of crisis.
hough relat ively old in terms of median
m
age oof populatio
on, EUSALP
P
Alth
rem
mains an atttractive region, this is witnessed bby a constaantly higherr
pop
pulation groowth rate with
w respect to Europe.
… with multiple
nal borders.
internation

In addition,
a
givven its peculiar geographical possition, and the related
d
abu
undance of internation
nal borders within the area, EUSA
ALP is moree
subject to crosss‐border in
ntegration problems
p
w
with respect to the restt
of Europe
E
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Figure 2. TTotal Europeean real GDP (mln 20100 euros) and
d EUSALP sh
hare

Dataa source: Euro
ostat

orial areas
2.2 Maacro‐territo

A largge and
diverssified region…

EUSSALP is a veery large an
nd diversifie
ed region. TThus, in order to avoid
d
the direct com
mparison between area
as located inn completely differentt
socio‐geographhic environ
nments, thrree macro‐tterritorial areas
a
weree
iden
ntified – rrelatively homogeneo
h
ous in term
ms of the
eir internall
geo
ographical ccharacteristics and land
d use and ddifferent en
nough to bee
treaated as sseparate entities.
e
Tw
wo main criteria of
o a geo‐‐
morphological nature were utilized
d: elevationn and share of non‐‐
4
Working at the
t NUTS 3 level, the tthree macro
o‐territoriall
usable land. W
areaas were deevised on th
he basis of their elevaation weigh
hted by thee
share of non‐uusable land
d: Plain, Pe
eri‐alpine, aand Alpine areas. Thee
ntification oof the Alpin
ne area called for a th ird criterium, in orderr
iden
to guarantee
g
mountain and
a green areas to b e close to the Alpinee
chain: this critterium wass identified in a maxim
mum distance of 200
0
ometers from
m NUTS3 regions with
h outermostt highest peaks of thee
kilo
5
Alpss, represen ted in Map
p 1. Map 2 provides thhe results of
o the threee
criteria. The thhresholds ch
hosen in each indicatoor to build th
he map aree
those providinng the maxximum posssible geogrraphical co
ontiguity off
NUT
TS3 regionss in the macro‐areas. The relativve importaance of thee
thre
ee macro a reas in term
ms of GDP is respectiveely 45% forr Plain, 34%
%
for Peri‐alpine and 21% for
f the Alpine area, annd 50%, 32% and 18%
%
resp
pectively in terms of po
opulation.

4

The share o
of non‐usablee land was com
mputed consi dering the Sw
wiss statistical office for Sw
wiss cantons and ESPON re‐‐
elaboration of Corine Lan
nd Cover data
a for the restt of NUTS 3. Non‐usable la
and was conssidered as the sum of thee
ered in water. For further innformation on
n Corine Land
d
following cattegories: greeen areas, rocks, wetlands, aand land cove
Cover and itss nomenclature, the reader can refer to : https://www
w.eea.europa.eu/publicatioons/COR0‐landcover, whilee
for the Swisss data to: http
p://www.landu
use‐stat.admiin.ch.
5
he Northern bborder with Czech Republic – located at the cross yard of two
o
Three Gerrman NUTS3 regions at th
mountain chains, the Ore Mountains an
nd the Thuringgian Forest – are assigned to the Peri‐Al pine macro‐te
erritorial areaa
um.
on the basis of this criteriu

7

Map 1. NU
UTS3 regionss with the outermost
o
hhighest peakks

0

Map 2. Thee three maccro‐territoriial areas of EUSALP
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50

100

200

300

400
Kilometers
K

… richer than the
rest off Europe…

As already
a
poiinted out, EUSALP
E
is a rich regio n. Figure 3 shows thee
leve
el of real p
per capita GDP in 200
08 and 20113.6 As can
n be clearlyy
seen, EUSALP is richer th
han Europe in all its m
macro‐territorial areas..
The
e values off both the Peri‐Alpine and thee Alpine macro‐areas,,
how
wever, are sseverely biased by the
e presence of Swiss cantons7, ass
one
e can envis age by the
e two bars reporting ttheir valuess excludingg
Swiss cantons . Such valu
ues are low
wer than tthe one off the Plain,,
sho
owing a cleearly identiffiable “Swittzerland efffect”, but still higherr
than the Europpean averagge. Within the
t three m
macro‐areass, inequalityy
in wealth
w
is eextremely re
educed, confirming thhe appropriateness off
the proposed sspatial breaakdown.

Real per cap
pita GDP (thousand 20110 euros), 2008 and 20
013
Figure 3. R

Data
a source: Euroostat and Swisss Statistical Office
O

… with in
nternal
economic disparities,
even if decreasing.

e spatial disstribution of
o the EUSALP wealth iis not even. Figures 4aa
The
and
d 4b reportt the spatiaal inequalities (Gini cooefficient) in
i GDP perr
capita for the ddifferent arreas and the
e distributioon of the ob
bservationss
in 2013,
2
respeectively. Ovverall, inequality was similar in EUSALP in
n
200
08 with resspect to Europe,
E
butt decreasedd during the
t
period,,
alth
hough we ccan notice again the relevant
r
(biiasing) role
e played byy
Switzerland. Inn fact, the
e most une
equal macroo‐areas are
e the Peri‐‐
alpiine and thee Alpine are
eas (Figure 4b); once tthe Swiss cantons
c
aree
excluded, the Alpine are
ea shows th
he same (l ow) inequaality of thee
Plain, while in the Peri‐alpine the inequality is even more contained..
Som
me peculiar situations (outliers)
(
off high inequuality are prresent in alll
thre
ee areas.

6

Population and GDP datta for Swiss ca
antons are reetrieved from the Swiss Sta
atistical Officee, available on
nly from 2008
8
onward.
7
Only one Sw
wiss canton faalls in the Plain macro‐area , namely Base
el.

9

Figure 4a. Spatial ineq
qualities in per capita G
GDP ‐
2008 and 22013 (Gini coefficient)
c

Fig
gure 4b. Spa
atial inequaalities in GDP per capita
a
in 2013 (distriibution of thhe observattions)

Dataa source: Euro
ostat
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3. Them
matic poliicy doma
ain 1: eco
onomic growth
g
and
a innovvation
3.1 Perrformance indicatorss: GDP tren
nd, employyment dyn
namics, andd productivity

A volattile economyy
duringg the crisis…

Ourr analysis starts from
m this firstt policy doomain by looking att
performance indicators in terms of GDP ggrowth, em
mploymentt
namics, andd productivvity. Althou
ugh better performingg than thee
dyn
refe
erence areaa in terms of
o level of per
p capita G
GDP (Figure
e 3, Section
n
2.2)), EUSALP ggrowth expe
erienced a more
m
signifiicant loss with
w respectt
to Europe
E
durring the criisis, especia
ally in its PPeri‐alpine and Alpinee
maccro‐territor ial areas (Fiigure 5a).

Figure 5a
a. GDP average
annual grrowth rate
during th
he crisis
(2008‐20013)

… with
h a peculiar
trend iin the Peri‐
alpine and Alpine
macro‐territorial
areas.

a
thee analysis of
o the three macro‐terrritorial areaas allows to
o
In addition,
high
hlight a peeculiar tren
nd of the Alpine andd Peri‐alpin
ne regions,,
sufffering moree during the crisis but
b recoverring stronggly in 2013
3
(Figgure 5b). In order to intterpret this result, the exchange rates
r
of thee
Swiss franc witth respect to
t the euro
o should bee considered
d (Table 2)..
While betweenn 2009 and
d 2012 the re‐evaluatiion of the Swiss
S
francc
can partially eexplain the
e difficulty of the Alppine area in
n terms off
exp
ports and toourism tren
nds (Figure 6), in 20133 the recovvery in thiss
areaa is a real oone.

11

Figuree 5b.
Annua
al real GDP
growtth rates
(2004‐2013)

Dataa source: Euro
ostat

Table 2. An
nnual avera
age exchang
ge rate.
2009
2010
2011
1
1
1
1.51002 1.38034
1
1.2
23261

Euro
Sw
wiss franc

20012
1
1.200528

2013
1
1.231
106

Source: Ufficcio Italiano Cambi (UIC) Ban
nca d’Italia

Figure 6. Innternationa
al tourism
(number of arrivals in
n the EU)

Data
D
source: W
World Tourism
m Organization

EUSALP em
mployment
higher than
rates are h
in Europe and suffer
only in thee first
period of crisis
(2007‐20110).

Emp
ployment rates (emp
ployment over
o
populaation > 15
5 years) in
n
EUSSALP are allways significantly hig
gher than iin the rest of Europee
(Figgure 7) mai nly thanks to the high
h rates esp ecially of Alpine
A
area..
While in Europpe the emp
ployment distress durinng the econ
nomic crisiss
can be clearly highlighted
d, EUSALP suffers in tthe first period of thee

12

crisis (2007‐20010), but re
ecovers effe
ectively bettween 2010
0 and 2013,,
8
and
d all its threee macro‐terrritorial areas do (Figurre 7).
The loweest
employm
ment rates
are regisstered by thee
Plain areea.

Witthin EUSALPP there are
e different levels of spatial ineq
qualities in
n
emp
ployment rate, with a clear ranking, sshowing th
he highestt
ineq
quality in thhe Plain, evven higher than
t
in Euroope, follow
wed by Peri‐‐
Alpine and Alppine (Figure 8).

Figure 77. Employm
ment rates byy geographhical
a
areas (2003
3‐2007‐2010
0‐2013)

Fig
gure 8. Spatiial inequalitties in emplloyment ratte ‐
2013
2
(Gini ccoefficient)

0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
Eurrope

EUSALP
P

Plain

Peri‐alpine

A
Alpine

Data sou
urce: Eurostat.. Employmentt rate is compuuted as emplo
oyed persons over
o populatioon older than 15 years.

High lab
bour
producttivity…

… maintained over
the crisiss.

In terms
t
of p
productivityy (measured as GDP per worke
er), EUSALP
P
performs againn much bettter than th
he referencce area, being its levell
p
y 70% higher in 2008 and almosst 60% high
her in 2013
3
of productivity
(Figgure 9). Thhis is the case for all the maacro‐territo
orial areas,,
partticularly forr the Alpine
e, followed by the Peri‐‐Alpine. Ho
owever, thiss
resu
ult is again driven by Switzerland
S
d but, if thiss effect is taken away,,
both EUSALP and the single
s
macrro‐territoriaal areas sh
how higherr
productivities to respecct to Euro
ope. Betweeen 2008 and 2013
3
n EUSALP while
w
it rem
mains stable
e in Europee
productivity deecreases in
ue to a double effect: a decrease in GDP and
d
(Figgure 9). Thiss result is du
an increase inn employment, the last one bei ng the outtcome of a
poliicy of emplooyment pro
otection during the crissis (a mode
el especiallyy
9
devveloped in G
Germany).

8

Results on employment data are consistent with tthe COWI resu
ults on the co
omposite empployment indicator. Also in
n
ployment indiicator, namelyy France‐Com
mté, Province‐‐
our case, thee nine COWI regions with a lower than average emp
Alpes‐Cote d
d’Azur, Piemo
onte, Valle d’Aosta,
d
Ligurria, Veneto and
a
Lombardia, register a lower than
n EU averagee
employmentt rate. The saame holds forr unemploymeent rate, which results in these regionss as being higgher than EU
U
average.
9
Growth rattes of employyment duringg the crisis 20008‐2013 are in the follow
wing numbers:: Europe – 0.55%; EUSALP
P
+0.4%; Plain +0.32%; Peri‐‐Alpine +0.41%
%; Alpine +0.558%.
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Figure 9. Real GDP per
p
worker (tthousand 20
010
euros)

Dataa source: Euro
ostat

A homo
ogeneous
area in terms of
…
producttivity levels…

… especcially in the
Plain.

In terms
t
of dissparities in
n productiviity levels, EEUSALP is significantly
s
y
more homogeeneous than the reference areaa, but it is extremelyy
dive
ersified if tthe three macro‐territorial areaas are considered. In
n
partticular, the Alpine and
d the Peri‐Alpine areas come out to
t be much
h
more heterogeeneous than
n the Plain as
a for the ddistribution of GDP perr
ons are not consideredd. Figures 10a and 10b
b
worrker unless Swiss canto
also
o show the spatial ineq
quality in productivity levels overr time in alll
thre
ee macro‐t erritorial areas. Altho
ough inequaality decreaases within
n
EUSSALP, once more, if the Swiss ca
antons are excluded, the Alpinee
areaa shows thhe same inequality th
han the Plaain, while in the Peri‐‐
alpiine the ineqquality is even more lim
mited.

Figure 110a. Spatia
al inequalityy in real GDPP per
workker by macro
o‐areas – 20
008 and 20 13
(Ginii coefficientts)

Fiigure 10b. Spatial
S
ineqquality in rea
al GDP per
workker by macrro‐areas 201
13
(distrib
bution of th e observatiions)

Dataa source: Euro
ostat
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A prod
ductive core in
the Allpine and in
the No
orthern Italiaan
areas..

In order
o
to haave a cleare
er picture of
o the situaation, it is particularlyy
imp
portant to ttake the miicro‐territorrial level intto account;; therefore,,
the analysis i s further focused
f
at the NUTSS 3 level (Map 3). Itt
imm
mediately ccomes out how Swittzerland is absolutelyy the bestt
performer in tterms of GDP per worker. Northhern Italian areas also
o
e Slovenian
n
perform relati vely well, followed by French aareas, while
man areas look veryy
areaas show a lower productivity level. Germ
differentiated in this resp
pect, and in general wiith lower pe
erformancee
due
e to the genneral philossophy of prioritizing em
mployment levels with
h
resp
pect to prodductivity du
uring the crisis.
Starrting from tthis overall picture, a question
q
arrises, namely what aree
the possible sources of
o the (different) leevels of productivity
p
y
ext sectionss
obsserved? In oorder to tryy to answerr this questtion, the ne
inve
estigate terrritorial capital endowm
ment: innovvation, hum
man capital,,
saving propennsity, demo
ographic strructure, seectoral and functionall
specialization aand agglom
meration eco
onomies.

Map 3. Pro
oductivity (G
GDP per worker) in 20113

3.2 Innovation acctivity
EUSSALP showss very relevvant differe
ences with respect to the rest off
Europe in terrms of inno
ovation mo
odes. This can be identified byy
app
plying the innnovation pattern
p
typo
ology built bby this rese
earch group
p
10
with
hin an ESSPON proje
ect. Innovation pattterns werre defined
d
con
nsidering thhe structuraal and terrritorial charracteristics associated
d
10

Capello and Lenzi, 2013; ESPON KIT (Knowledge, Innnovation, Territory), 2012‐2013
ojects/Menu_ ESPON2013Projects/Menu_AppliedReseearch/kit.html.
http://www..espon.eu/maain/Menu_Pro
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with
h the know
wledge creaation and product annd process innovation
n
actiivities of European regions. Innovation patterns representt
alte
ernative waays of gene
erating innovation (frrom science‐based to
o
imittative innovvation) devveloped in different
d
arreas thanks to specificc
con
ntext condittions. In particular, five innovatioon patterns have been
n
high
hlighted: 1)) an imitative innovation patternn, where innovation iss
prim
marily bas ed on im
mitation processes; 22) a smarrt creativee
dive
ersification one, where
e knowledge is primari ly sourced outside thee
areaa but appplied to lo
ocal innovvation needds through
h informall
kno
owledge trransmission
n channelss; 3) a smart technologicall
is primarilyy sourced outside
app
plication onne, where knowledge
k
o
thee
areaa but applieed to local innovation
i
needs throuugh formal knowledgee
tran
nsmission channels; 4) an ap
pplied scieence patte
ern, wheree
kno
owledge is primarily created by
b local firrms, universities and
d
rese
earch centeers in appliied scientific fields; annd 5) a scie
ence‐based
d
patttern, wherre knowled
dge is primarily creaated by lo
ocal firms,,
univversities annd research centers in science‐bassed fields and
a generall
purpose techn ologies.
EUSALP: a science‐
nnovative
based in
with wide
region, w
technological
applicattions…

Figu
ure 11 show
ws that EUSALP prese
ents an innoovation mo
odel mostlyy
based on sciennce, both general
g
purpose and aapplied; and
d on smartt
hnological aapplication (the last th
hree patternns, the mosst desirablee
tech
and
d appropriaate for an advanced area reprresenting 85%
8
of itss
terrritories). Thhe rest of Europe show
ws a high shhare of reggions in thee
smaart creativve diversification patttern, folloowed by the smartt
tech
hnological aapplication one, wherre creativityy in adopting productt
and
d process innnovation merges
m
with
h external kknowledge. The strongg
inno
ovative cappacity of EUSALP is also
o witnessedd by the lackk of regionss
belo
onging to thhe imitative
e innovation
n pattern.
Eurrope

EUSALP

Data source:: ESPON KIT (K
Knowledge, Innovation, Terrritory); Capelllo and Lenzi, 2013.
2
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FFigure 11. Alternative
innnovation patterns
p
in
EEurope and EUSALP
22002‐2004
(d
(data weigh
hted by
ppopulation)

… with a N
North‐
South diviide in the
Plain betw
ween a
Northern science‐
based areea and a
Southern smart
applicatio
on area, …
… an applied science
based Alp
pine …

… and a Peri‐Alpine
area with a science‐
based Norrth and a
South chaaracterized
by externaally created
knowledgge.

The
e distributioon of the diffferent inno
ovation pattterns within
n EUSALP iss
11
shown in Maap 4. Pattterns seem
m to be hhighly dependent on
n
cou
untries, witth German
n areas being mainlyy characterrized by a
scie
ence‐based type of in
nnovative behavior
b
(5 ); Austrian and Swisss
areaas mainly bby an applied science one (4) annd French, Italian, and
d
Slovvenian areaas mainly by
b smart te
echnologicaal application (3) and
d
also
o creative ddiversification (2). At the
t macro‐‐territorial level, somee
majjor trends emerge, namely:
n
Pla
ain shows a clear North‐South
N
h
divide, with tthe Southe
ern part more
m
charaacterized by
b a smartt
hnological application
n pattern (3) and thee Northern part by a
tech
scie
ence‐based and applie
ed innovatio
on pattern (4 and 5). The Alpinee
areaa seems too be an app
plied knowledge creattive area; in the Peri‐‐
Alpine the tw
wo patterns based on knowledgee created outside
o
thee
areaa prevail in the South (2 and 3), while
w
the N
North looks rather as a
kno
owledge creeation area (4 and 5).

Map 4. Inn
novation patterns (ESPO
ON KIT cateegories)

11

Original daata on pattern
ns were produ
uced at NUTS22 level, thereffore some NU
UTS3 belonginng to differentt macro‐areass
share the sam
me overall pattern.
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In addition,
a
tw
wo indicators have been
n built, whicch in principle capturee
the different pphases of the innovation processs: knowledgge creation
n
thro
ough paten ting, strictlyy related to
o R&D activvities, and an
a indicatorr
linkked to markket innovatio
on, namely trademarkss registratio
on.
A region rremarkably
devoted to
knowledgge
creation…
…

… in all macro‐
territoriall areas…

Con
ncerning p
patenting activity,
a
EUSALP is extremely advanced
d
com
mpared to tthe rest off Europe (FFigure 12), patenting 2.36 timess
more in 2003, 2.44 timess more in 2007, and allmost 2 tim
mes more in
n
201
12 in per capita terms. This last figure shows that EUSALP
P
maiintains the leadership in patenting
g also durinng the crisiss, in spite off
a generalized
g
decrease of patenting activitty. The sttriking factt
con
ncerns the strengths and resilience of aall macro‐aareas, and
d
partticularly of the Peri‐alp
pine one. The Alpine aarea shows a relativelyy
goo
od performaance in kno
owledge cre
eation, whil e Plain is th
he weakestt
with
hin EUSALPP in termss of patentts per thoousand resiidents, stilll
dou
ubling the average Eu
uropean ind
dex. Moreoover, the disparity
d
in
n
patenting activvity within the single macro‐terri
m
itorial areass is limited,,
sho
owing very hhomogeneo
ous internal behavior (FFigures 13a and 13b).
Ove
erall, the goood patenting activityy could be oone of the sources off
greaater EUSALLP productivity with respect to the rest of Europe..
Anaalyzing the ssituation in detail, how
wever, we ccan see that this could
d
be the case foor the levell of producctivity, high er than the
e European
n
one
e, but not foor the grow
wth of productivity, whhich was de
ecreasing in
n
EUSSALP betweeen 2008 an
nd 2013 (Figure 9 abovee).

Figure 112. Patents per
thousannd residentss, by
geograpphical areass.
2003 ‐ 22007 ‐ 2012

Data source:: Eurostat
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Figure 13b. Spatial inequaality in pateents per
thousand inhabitaants – 2012
(distribution of obsservations)

0

.5

1

1.5

2

Figure 113a. Spatial inequality in
i patents pper
tthousand in
nhabitants – 2012
(Gini coefficient)

alpine

peri-alpin
ne

plain

Dataa source: Euro
ostat

… with clearrly emerging
science and technology
champions, like Basel,
Geneva, Mu
unich and
Grenoble.

The
e situation ccan be analyyzed in grea
ater territorrial depth. This
T is donee
thro
ough lookinng at the NU
UTS3 level and
a the res ult is shown
n in Map 5..
In terms of pa tenting activity, Germany perform
ms overall particularlyy
well, especiallyy the Erlan
ngen area in Bavaria, followed by
b Munich,,
“
s” are Neuchâtel and
d
Nurremberg annd Stuttgarrt. Other “champions
Basel in Switzzerland, Lie
echtenstein
n, and Isèrre, with Grrenoble, in
n
Fran
nce. Austriaan and esp
pecially Italian and Slovvenian areaas, instead,,
perform relativvely poorly as far as this indicator is concerne
ed.

Map 5. Pattents per th
housand residents in 20012
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Grenoble,,
Heidelberrg, Freiburg,
Nuremberg, Munich,
Geneva, LLausanne
and Graz aas centers
specialized in GPT
patentingg activity.

The
e outstandiing perform
mance in patenting
p
aactivity in EUSALP iss
con
nfirmed als o when a focus on General PPurpose Te
echnologiess
(GP
PT), namelyy biotechnology, nanottechnology and ICTs, is analyzed
d
(Figgure 14), w here the prominence of the Perii‐Alpine are
ea emergess
with
h respect too the other two areas.
The
e spatial conncentration of GPT research centeers is shown in Map 6,,
whe
ere Grenobble in France; Heidelb
berg, Freibburg, Nurem
mberg, and
d
Munich in Gerrmany; Gen
neva and La
ausanne in Switzerland
d; and Grazz
in Austria
A
show
w a strong specializatio
s
on in GPT paatenting acttivity.

Figure 114. General Purpose
Technollogies (GPT)
T): patents
in ICT, bbiotechnology, and
nanotecchnology peer
thousannd residentss – 2012

Data souurce: Eurostat

neral Purpo
ose Technolo
ogies (GPT)) – 2012
Map 6. Gen
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An innovaative area
even with
h respect to
market innovation…

… also durring the
crisis…

… with siggnificant
differencees among
the three macro‐
territorial area, but
with no ap
pparent
relationsh
hip with
productivity levels.

The
e second iindicator, of
o market innovationn, is repre
esented byy
trad
demarks. A
Also in this form
f
of inno
ovation, EU
USALP outpe
erforms thee
restt of Europee. EUSALP innovates through
t
traademarks almost
a
70%
%
more than Eurrope in 2003
3, 2007 and
d 2013 (Figuure 15). This particularr
d of innova tive capacitty increasess also durinng the economic crisis,,
kind
as is also poointed out in scientific studiess (Stonemaan 2016)12.
demarks lo ok, indeed,, as counterr‐cyclical annd can be exploited
e
ass
Trad
a sttrategy to ccope with the
t crisis since they ddo not usuaally involvee
sign
nificant inveestments, and
a give a quick
q
returnn in terms of visibilityy
on the
t market..
Plain registerss a relative
ely better trademarki
t
ng perform
mance with
h
resp
pect to thee Peri‐alpine
e and Alpine areas in 2003 and 2007
2
while,,
inte
erestingly eenough, the
e Alpine reg
gion outpe rforms the other two
o
areaas in the moost recent year
y
(2013) (Figure 15)).
If one comparees productivity levels (Figure
(
9) w
with the pattenting and
d
trad
demarking aactivities pe
erformance
e (Figures 114 and 15) overall
o
onee
find
ds a good eexplanation of the linkks betweenn competitivveness and
d
inno
ovation, an d the striking similar performanc
p
ce of the three macro‐‐
terrritorial areaas. On the other han
nd, a huge differentiaation existss
amo
ong the sinngle NUTS3
3 regions in
nside each macro‐are
ea, and thee
relaative weaknness of mostt Italian reg
gions in R&D
D.

Figure 15. Trademarkks per
thousand rresidents
2003 – 20007 – 2013

D

12

E

According to the authorr, one might argue that “so ft innovation”” has been gro
owing faster tthan functiona
al innovation.
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A spatially
heterogeneeous
market innovation in
the Alpine …

… a relativeely more
homogeneo
ous
diffusion w
within the
Plain…

The
e spatial distributio
on of tra
ademarkingg activity is moree
hom
mogeneous within EUSSALP than in
n the rest oof Europe (FFigures 16aa
and
d 16b). Am
mong the three macro‐territoriaal areas the greaterr
disp
parity is in tthe Alpine region:
r
this means tha t market in
nnovation iss
more spatially concentratted within the Alpine area, while
e it is much
h
more spatially diffused in the Plain.

Fiigure 16b. Spatial
S
ineqquality in tra
ademarks per
thousand in
nhabitants by macro‐a
areas– 2013
3
(disstribution off observatio
ons)

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 16a. Spatial inequality in trademarrks
per thousand inhab
bitants by geographica
g
al
areas – 2013
3 (Gini coeffficient)

alpine

peri-a
alpine

plain

Dataa source: Euro
ostat

… and a reelatively
scattered diffusion
throughou
ut all NUTS3
of EUSALP
P.

Also
o for markeet innovatio
on a micro‐tterritorial foocus looks appropriate
a
e
(Maap 7). The situation lo
ooks much more scatttered with respect to
o
patenting acttivity, the only exception b eing some
e peculiarr
“champions” (ZZug and Baasel in Switzzerland andd Liechtensttein). As forr
thiss particularr innovatio
on mode, overall Freench areass seem to
o
perform relativvely poorly..
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Map 7. Tra
ademarks peer thousand
d residents iin 2013

man capitaal
3.3 Hum

Productivvity and
innovatio
on in EUSALP
P
not particcularly
driven byy a high level
of human
n capital.

As for
f the leveel of educattion, the share of tertiiary graduated people
e
in EUSALP
E
is sllightly lowe
er with resp
pect to the rest of Euro
ope (Figuree
17). Although ffor this indiicator the in
nternal dispparity within
n EUSALP iss
limiited compa red to the reference area,
a
the Allpine macro
o‐territoriall
areaa shows a hhighly spatiaally unequal distributioon (Figure 18).
Thu
us, the outtstanding productivity
p
and innovvative capaacity noted
d
abo
ove are not reflected in
n a particula
arly high ratte of educaated human
n
capital.

Figu
ure 18. Spatial inequallity in tertiary educated
d
n 2011
people byy geographiical areas in
(pop.. 15‐64) (Ginni coefficien
nt)

Figure 177. Share of tertiary
t
edu
ucated peopple by
geogrraphical areeas in 2011 (pop. 15‐644)

.
Dataa source: Euro
ostat
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3.4 Savving propensity
Lower savving
propensity than in
Europe …

… especiaally in the
Peri‐alpin
ne.

The
e propensityy to save mo
oney is relatively less ppronounced
d in EUSALP
P
with
h respect too the rest of
o Europe, even if the ddifference iss limited. In
n
the reference area, indee
ed, 39% of respondennts think thaat teachingg
thrift to childreen is imporrtant, while slightly lesss than 38%
% answer in
n
the same wayy in EUSALP (Figure 19).
1 Within the macro
o‐territoriall
areaas, saving ppropensity is lower in the Peri‐al pine (36%), while it iss
similar in the other two sub‐region
ns. Figures 20a and 20b
2 show a
low
wer spatial innequality in
n EUSALP wiith respect tto Europe.

Figure 199. Saving pro
opensity by
geographhical areas – 2009

Data source:: European Va
alue Survey, 20
009. % of resppondents statiing thrift is important to bee taught

Figure 20
0b. Spatial innequality in
n saving
propensity by macro‐terrritorial areeas in 2009
(distrib
bution of thhe observatiions)

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

Figurre 20a. Spattial inequality in savingg
propensity by geo
ographical areas
a
in 20009
(Ginii coefficientt)

alpine

peri-alpine

plain
n

Data source: Europ
pean Value Su
urvey, 2009. Shhare of respon
ndents stating
g thrift is impoortant to be ta
aught.
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3.5 Dem
mographicc structure

A relativeely old
populatio
on…
…but stilll an
attractivee area.

EUSSALP has a rrelatively old
o populatiion with resspect to Europe, beingg
the median ag e 43.7 yearrs and 42.1 in the referrence area (Figure 21)..
In particular,
p
tthe Plain macro‐territ
m
torial area is the olde
est, with a
med
dian age eqqual to 43.9 years. Neverthelesss, the EUSA
ALP area iss
relaatively attraactive, and this holds for
f all threee macro‐arreas, with a
rem
markable re lative perfo
ormance be
efore and aafter the crrisis (Figuree
22). The differ ence betwe
een the two
o periods reefers to a re
eduction off
wth rates iin all macrro‐territorial areas, paarticularly in
n the Plain
n
grow
thatt was leadinng in the first period.

Figure
F
21. M
Median age of
population
p
bby geograp
phical
areas
a
‐ 20144

Data source:: Eurostat.

Figure 22. Avverage annu
ual
of populatio
on by
grrowth rate o
geeographicall areas (%)

Data source: Eurostat.
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A higher aage
dependen
ncy ratio …

… especially in the
Plain.

Figu
ures 23 andd 24 show the age structure andd the conse
equent agee
dep
pendency r atio (population aged
d 0‐14 andd more thaan 65 overr
pop
pulation ageed 15‐64), used
u
to mea
asure the ppressure on productivee
pop
pulation. Thhey confirm
m the point,, given by tthe lower presence
p
off
you
ung and thee higher pre
esence of old
o people iin EUSALP. Within thee
maccro‐region, the pressure on produ
uctive popuulation is sim
milar in thee
Alpine and in the Peri‐alpine, while
e the Plain , encompaassing largee
citie
es, registerrs a higher dependency ratio (F igure 24). The Alpinee
maccro‐territor ial area is, indeed, characterizedd by a higher share off
actiive populatiion aged 15
5‐64 years.

Figure 23. Age structture by geog
graphical arreas
of the area in
n that year. ‐ 2015

Data sourrce: Eurostat.

Figure 24. Age
A dependdency ratio (0‐14
(
and 65+
6
over 15‐64) by geoggraphical arreas ‐ 2015

Data source:: Eurostat.

Desspite the ovverall attractiveness of
o the regioon, some areas
a
sufferr
from
m negativee population growth. In the perriod 2003‐2
2014, somee
dep
population iis registere
ed in many small Germ
man areas in
i the Peri‐‐
alpiine and in the Plain, as well as in many A
Austrian Alp
pine NUTS3
3
(Maap 8).
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Map 8. Pop
pulation average annu
ual growth rrate 2003‐2011

f
specializaation
3.6 Secctoral and functional
EUSALP alltogether is
not an agrricultural
region …

… while it is overall
d in
specialized
industry.

A slightly diversified
region in tterms of
sectoral
specializattion…

Ove
erall, EUSALLP is not specialized in agriculturee (Figure 25
5), having a
share of emplooyment in agriculture
a
that
t
is just sslightly morre than halff
with
h respect tto Europe. On the oth
her hand, EEUSALP sho
ows a clearr
specialization in industtry with respect too Europe, and thiss
specialization is almost homogeneo
h
usly presennt in the th
hree macro
o
areaas (Figure 226).
Witthin EUSALPP the picture of secto
oral specialiization is only
o
slightlyy
differentiated with respe
ect to the average (F igure 26). The Alpinee
areaa is highl y specialissed in agrriculture, bbut also in tourism
m
(con
nstruction aand retail, transport,
t
accommoda
a
ation) and slightly
s
lesss
specialized in industry and finance. Moreoover, the agriculturall
specialization in the Alpine macro‐area is clearlyy spatiallyy
con
ncentrated, while touristic
t
activities
a
are homo
ogeneouslyy
disttributed (Figgure 27).
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Figure
e 26. Sectorral specializzation:
The three
e macro‐areeas vs. EUSA
ALP ‐ 2013

Fig
gure 25. Secctoral speciialization:
EUSALP vs.
v Europe ‐ 2013

Data sou
urce: Eurostatt and Swiss Federal Statisticcal Office.

quality of seectoral empployment sh
hares in the Alpine areaa
Figure 27. Spatial ineq

A: Agricultture, fishing, and hunting
IND: Indusstry (except construction)
F: Constru
uction
G‐J: Wholeesale and retail trade, transport, accommodation and food servicee
K‐N: Finan
ncial & insurance; real estate; professional, scientific and technical activities;
administraative and support servvice
O‐U: PA, defence,
d
education, hu
uman health and sociall work; arts, entertainm
ment and
recreation
n; other service; activitties of households; extra‐territorial organizattions

Data source:: Eurostat and
d Swiss Federa
al Statistical Of
Office.

… with agricultural
and tourisstic
specializattion in the
Alpine areea.

Figu
ure 26 show
ws instead that the Peri‐alpine
P
aarea registe
ers a slightt
specialization in industryy, finance and sciencce, while th
he Plain in
n
finaance and sciience.
Figu
ures 28a, 288b, and 28cc report an analysis
a
of tthe dynamiics of singlee
secttors in the three maccro‐territorial areas wiith respect to Europe,,
based on empployment indicators. Fo
or the way they are co
onstructed,,
the charts alloow to separate out two
o distinct reeasons for growth
g
in a
sub‐area: i) a growth du
ue to the competitive
c
eness of its sectors (a
a
supply, compe titive effectt), and ii) a growth duee to a speciialization in
n
those sectors that registter a higher demand at the worrld level (a
a
mand, mix, oor composittion effect).
dem
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Figure 28a. Regionnal sectorall
employyment dynaamics.
Plain with
w respectt to Europe (2009‐2013
3)

Data source:: Eurostat.

Figure
F
28b. Regional seectoral
employmen
e
t dynamics..
Peri‐alpine
P
w
with respecct to Europee
(2009‐2013)
(
)

Data
a source: Euro
ostat and Swisss Federal Statistical Office..

Figure 28c. Regionnal sectoral
employyment dynaamics.
Alpine with respecct to Europee (2009‐
2013)

Data source:: Eurostat and
d Swiss Federa
al Statistical Of
Office.
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Sectoral
competitiveness in all
three macro‐
territorial areas…

… especially in the
respective industries
of specialization.

In particular, when industries lay above the 45 degrees’ line in Figure
28 we fall under case i, since these industries register a higher
employment growth with respect to Europe. “Dynamic” sectors at
the European level (with a higher employment growth rate than the
average), locate on the right of the vertical line in Figure 28. When
they have a large share of employment in the region, they generate a
positive mix effect (case ii).
Figures 28a, 28b and 28c report the sectoral employment growth of
the three macro‐territorial areas with respect to Europe. In all three
cases, the number of sectors registering a higher employment growth
with respect to their European average (i.e. located above the 45
degrees’ line) is quite remarkable. A high competitiveness is
everywhere present in the filière of tourism (construction and retail,
transport, accommodation), and financial, insurance, technical and
scientific activities. This last category generates also a positive mix
effect, being a sector that at the European level grows more than the
average. The three areas register a competitive growth rate in their
respective sectors of specialization: the tourism filière in the Alpine;
science and finance in Plain and in Peri‐alpine areas.
The dynamics of the industry sector – which is a sector of
specialization for the entire EUSALP and a large one (22.2% of
EUSALP employment) – is remarkable. Despite the general negative
employment trend of this sector in Europe, all three macro‐territorial
areas register a lower reduction of employment, demonstrating a
relative competitiveness, a positive attitude towards such activities
which are strictly tied to the relevant science and technology sector.
The main exception to this overall picture is agriculture in both the
Alpine and the Peri‐alpine macro‐territorial areas, which lack
competitiveness and generate a negative mix effect.

Clear identification of
Science and Finance
centers in Peri‐alpine
and Plain.

The spatial distribution of each sector of specialization within each
macro‐areas shows, as could be expected, that finance and science is
concentrated around some main urban areas (Map 9).13 In the Plain
they are mainly: Lyon, Marseille, and Nice in France; Genoa, Milan,
and Trieste in Italy; Basel municipality in Switzerland; Linz and Vienna
in Austria; Karlsruhe, Heidelberg, Stuttgart, Munich municipality and
Nuremberg in Germany. In the Peri‐alpine macro‐territorial area

13

Map 9 has to be read with caution. It shows the relative NUTS3 sectoral specialization within each macro‐area, and
not the relative NUTS3 sectoral specialization with respect to the average of EUSALP. The last one would give a
different information, since it would also highlight, for example, NUTS3 areas specialised in agriculture outside the
Alpine, or NUTS3 regions that are specialized in industry outside the Peri‐alpine. Maps of the relative sectoral
specialization with respect to EUSALP are presented in Annex 1.
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finaance and sc ience is con
ncentrated around: Geeneva, Zuricch, Lucerne,,
and
d Lugano in Switzerlan
nd; Graz in Austria; an d Grenoble
e in France..
The
e industrial specialization is very widely
w
diffuused in the Peri‐alpinee
areaa, as well ass the agricu
ultural specialization in the Alpine area.

Map 9. Loccation of sectors of speecialization of the threee macro‐terrritorial areaas

Mainly aan urban
function
nal profile in
EUSALP
P…

… with rrelevant
differences among
macro‐territorial
areas.

w the functional spe
ecializationn (measure
ed through
h
Anaalyzing now
occupations), a theoreticaal framewo
ork can be uuseful to interpret thee
erging pictture. We can, inde
eed, identiify three theoreticall
eme
specialization patterns: an
a urban pattern
p
(maainly characcterized byy
h‐skilled funnctions), an
n industrial pattern (m
mainly characterized byy
high
indu
ustrial funnctions), and a purre agriculttural patte
ern. Thesee
theoretical cattegories are
e graphicallyy representeed in Figure
e 29.
Havving this aabstract frramework in mind, and comp
paring thiss
theoretical chaart to the one with real data for EEUSALP (Figure 30), wee
can see how EUSALP mainly
m
show
ws industriaal characteristics with
h
resp
pect Europee.
The
e Alpine m
macro‐territtorial area reflects its main agriculturall
specificity, whiile the othe
er two macro‐territoriaal areas sharre the main
n
indu
ustrial prof ile of EUSA
ALP, adding some urba n features in the casee
of the Plain (Figgure 31).
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Figure 229. Functional
specializzation: absttract
patternss

Figure 330. Functional
specializzation of EU
USALP
with resppect to Euro
ope

Data source:: Eurostat, Swiss Federal Sta
atistical Officee, German Fed
deral Statistical Office

Figure 331. Functional
specialiization of macro‐
m
territorrial areas with
w
respectt to EUSALP
P

Data source:: Eurostat, Swiss Federal Sta
atistical Officee, German Fed
deral Statistical Office
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3.7 Aggglomeratio
on econom
mies
Aggglomerationn economie
es are the benefits (aadvantages)) stemmingg
from
m co‐locatiionof manyy different activities in proximity to each
h
other. Mentiooned in the
e literature
e as import
rtant sources of locall
com
mpetitivene ss, we wan
nt here to explore
e
the hypothesiss that thesee
eco
onomies couuld be one of the sourrces of prodductivity in EUSALP. In
n
order to investtigate this id
dea, two ind
dicators – ppopulation density
d
and
d
share of poppulation in largest municipality
m
– are an
nalyzed. Ass
exp
pected, theyy convey a similar and
d consistentt message and can bee
read together.
A largelyy urbanized
region…

… with tthe exception
of the A
Alpine area.

EUSSALP is a re latively den
nsely popula
ated regionn, with a large share off
pop
pulation liviing in large
est municip
palities com
mpared to the
t rest off
Europe (Figurees 32a and
d 32b). As expected, this resultt is largelyy
A
area shows valu
ues that aree
drivven by the PPlain area, while the Alpine
neaarly half of those asso
ociated to EUSALP forr both indiccators. Thee
Alpine area is indeed an interesting
g case, havving a homo
ogeneouslyy
low
w populatio n density and
a
a mucch lower shhare of population in
n
larggest munici pality with respect to
o both Euroope and EU
USALP. Thiss
sho
ows a highlyy dispersed population on the terrritory and implies thatt
“bigg cities” w ithin this sub‐region
s
are in factt smaller than in thee
refe
erence areaa.

Figure
F
32b. Share
S
of poopulation in largest
municipality
m
y – 2011

Figu
ure 32a. Pop
pulation density
(in
nhabitants per
p km2) ‐ 2014

Data source:: Eurostat.
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An extremely densely
populated Plain…
… and a sparser
Alpine.

The opposite situation characterizes the Plain area, which shows a
high concentration of population: on average 34% of the population
lives in the largest municipality (24% in the rest of Europe and 28% in
EUSALP). This suggests that part of the success in productivity in the
Plain area can be due to agglomeration economies (Figures 33a and
33b).

Figure 33b. Spatial inequality of population in
largest municipality – 2011
(distribution of the observations)
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Figure 33a. Spatial inequality of population
density (inhabitants per km2) – 2014
(distribution of the observations)

alpine

peri-alpine

plain

alpine

peri-alpine

plain

Data source: Eurostat. For the share of population in largest municipality, given the way in which the indicator is
computed, it produces outliers when a NUTS3 region is defined as a city itself (this is sometimes the case, especially in
Germany).

3.8 Conclusions on economic growth and innovation: a sketch of the results
EUSALP is a prosperous and competitive region of 77 million inhabitants, representing 15% of
population of EU+EFTA countries (“Europe”) and 23% of GDP.
Given the high internal differentiation of the region, three macro‐areas were devised on the basis
of three geo‐morphological indicators, namely elevation, share of unusable land and distance from
the external alpine peaks. The three macro‐areas called Alpine, Peri‐alpine and Plain, represent
respectively 18%, 32% and 50% of EUSALP population and 21%, 34% and 45% of its GDP.
Per capita GDP in EUSALP is much higher than in Europe, where the Alpine area is leading,
followed by the Peri‐alpine and the Plain. If Swiss regions (the richest) are not considered, the
internal ranking changes, with the Plain leading, followed by the Alpine. Disparities in income (as
well in many other indicators) inside each macro‐area are lower than the EUSALP average, and this
confirms the logical consistency of the proposed breakdown.
Competitiveness (GDP per worker) is also much higher than in “Europe”, even if the distance is
decreasing in time. In general, EUSALP grew at a slightly higher rate than Europe, with the
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exception of the first period of crisis, 2008‐12, in which it suffered more, due to its openness to
foreign trade and to international tourism; only the Plain showed a minor decrease with respect to
the other macro‐areas.
Employment rates in EUSALP are higher than in Europe, and they show a better resilience to the
crisis and a faster rebound in 2013. Reading the three economic indicators together – namely GDP
growth, productivity per workers and employment – a strong feeling emerges concerning the
policy and political reaction to the crisis that the entire EUSALP area apparently assumed,
prioritizing employment levels to productivity levels (an attitude that generally in Europe is
attributed to Germany).
As a consequence of all what precedes, EUSALP can be conceived as a highly attractive area. In
fact, its growth rate of population is constantly much higher than the European one, and this is
true for all internal macro‐areas (particularly for the Plain in the growth period 2003‐08 and, less
significantly, for the Alpine area in the crisis period 2008‐14). In spite of this general trend, some
small areas in the German Peri‐alpine and some others in the Austrian Alpine areas suffered from
some population decline.
Concerning structural and territorial capital elements, and referring to innovation processes, 85%
of EUSALP territory falls inside the 3 most desirable patterns of innovation (out of 5) ‐ the most
appropriate for an advanced macro‐region, linked to basic and applied science. An “applied
science” pattern prevails in Austrian and Swiss regions, a “applied” and a “basic science” in
German regions and a “smart technological application” in Italian and French regions. General
patenting activity levels and patenting in general purpose technologies – doubling the European
average – confirm the strength of EUSALP and, strikingly, the relative homogeneity of the
performance of the three macro‐areas (with a slight leadership of the Peri‐alpine). A similar
picture emerges from trademarking activities, where, inside EUSALP, the Plain is leading. As
expected, patenting activities are highly concentrated at NUTS3 level, with low general intensity in
Italian regions.
The strong link R&D‐innovation‐competitiveness is reinforced by an evident profile – of EUSALP
and of all its macro‐territorial areas – in industry, the main recipient and actor in the Industry 4.0.
This profile emerges both in terms of sectoral employment and of occupations.
As far as territorial capital assets are concerned, EUSALP shows, on the negative side, a lower
saving propensity, a lower level of human capital, and a higher age dependency ratio with respect
to Europe.
EUSALP is, however, somehow diversified. The Plain, beyond a better endowment of market
innovation with respect to EUSALP, shows a higher level of agglomeration economies and a good
competitive performance in all sectors, especially in finance and science (its specialization sectors).
All this allowed it to show a better GDP growth rate inside EUSALP (excluding Swiss cantons) and a
better resilience to the crisis.
On its turn, the Peri‐alpine macro‐territorial area is characterized still with reference to the
EUSALP average by a good patenting performance, even in general purpose technologies, a good
human capital endowment with a limited spatial heterogeneity, and consequently by a good
competitive performance in the sectors of specialization, namely industry and science and finance.
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The performance of the Alpine macro‐territorial area is outstanding, tied to a good employment
growth rate, increasing in the period of crisis, and a high productivity level, even if decreasing in
time. This good performance is associated with a good patenting activity, a good market
innovation, the highest in EUSALP. It is the only macro‐territorial area with an agricultural and
touristic profile, but it shares also a modern industrial vocation as the entire EUSALP.
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4. Them
matic poliicy doma
ain 2: cro
oss‐borde
er integrration
4.1 Perrformance indicator: GDP loss d
due to the
e presence of the borrder
An inteernational
border area…

…with m
more than half
of the p
population
living in
n border
areas…

EUSA
ALP is an area witth many internationnal border regions14,
significantly moore frequen
nt than in the rest of Europe. In fact, moree
than 57% of tthe resident population in EUSSALP live in “borderr
regio
ons”, with rrespect to the 42% of Europe
E
(Figgure 34). Esp
pecially thee
Alpin
ne area regiisters a largge share of population living in bo
order areas,,
the largest
l
amoong the thrree sub‐terrritorial areaas and morre than thee
doub
ble with reespect to th
he Europea
an one; thiss is the result of thee
prese
ence of all countries that are part of the EUSALP maacro‐region
n
(Fran
nce, Italy, Switzerlan
nd, Liechte
enstein, Geermany, Austria and
d
Slove
enia).

Figure 34. Share of po
opulation
living in crross‐border regions ‐
2013

Source: EU project n. 2014
4CE16BAT010 / 2014CE16BA
BAT011 / 2014
4CE16BAT012

… and th
herefore with
h
problem
ms typical of
border regions: legall
and adm
ministrative
barriers,, linguistic
and socio‐cultural
barriers.

Thus,, EUSALP is subject to all the possible barrieers emerging in borderr
areass, such as legal, lingu
uistic and socioculturaal ones (see
e also nextt
Section). The im
mpact of the
ese barrierss on a maccro‐region depends
d
on
n
two effects:
e
a) t he sensitivity of the sin
ngle borderr regions to the barrierr
effecct, dependinng on the specificity
s
of
o their terrritorial assets, and b))
the share of poppulation liviing in borde
er regions w
within the macro‐area,
m
,
as se
een before (Figure 34
4). The loss of GDP foor all Europ
pean cross‐‐

14

Border reggions have beeen identified
d as in the sttudy entitled “Collecting so
olid evidence to assess the
e needs to bee
addressed b
by Interreg cross‐borderr cooperatioon programm
mes”, Frame
ework Contraacts 2014CE
E16BAT010 /
2014CE16BA
AT011 / 2014C
CE16BAT012 (SService Requeest 2015CE160
0AT044)”.
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border regions determined
d by legal and
a adminisstrative barrriers alonee
was estimated
e
ffor 2013 in 9% of theirr GDP (Figurre 35)15 (efffect a). Thee
same
e loss calcu lated for EU
USALP bord
der regions would be higher
h
than
n
the European
E
aaverage, be
eing more than
t
10%. TThe loss on the Peri‐‐
alpine border reegions wou
uld be the most relevvant while the
t one on
n
ne border reegions would be lowerr, due to a l imited endo
owment, in
n
Alpin
the latter
l
case,, of those assets which are moore sensitivve to legall
border barriers ((accessibilitty, trust, agg
glomerationn economie
es).

Figure 335a. GDP loss due to
legal annd administrative
barrierss over bordeer regions’
GDP in eeach macro
o‐area ‐ 201
13

Source: EU project “Quanttification of th
he effects of leegal and admiinistrative borrder obstacless in border reg
gions” (Expertt
mber — 2016C
CE160AT091)
contract num

How
wever, totaal impact of barrierss can be ccalculated on macro‐‐
terrritorial areaas (and not just on the
eir border rregions), an
nd it would
d
dep
pend also onn the higher or lower presence
p
off border reggions insidee
each of them ((effects a + b). Taking both elemeents into acccount, thee
es on totall EUSALP GDP
G
would
d
pictture changees (Figure 35b): losse
acco
ount to 6%;; losses on the
t Alpine GDP
G would be the high
hest (due to
o
the high preseence of borrder regionss) while lossses on the
e Plain GDP
P
wou
uld be the loowest (for the
t opposite reason).

15

The costs of legal and administrative
a
e border barrieers in terms of
o GDP loss ha
as been measuured in the exxpert contractt
1, by Politecnico di Milano ffor DGRegio.
number 20166CE160AT091
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Figurre 35b. GDP
P loss due to
o
legal and administrative
barrieers over ma
acro‐areas GDP
G
‐ 20133

To get a moree precise piicture of th
he situationn, the micro
o‐territoriall
el is investiggated (impaact of borde
ers on the ssingle NUTss3 regions)..
leve
The
e result is sshown in Map
M 10. As can be seeen, the highest loss iss
con
ncentrated iin a few are
eas, especia
ally in Switzeerland. Norrth‐western
n
Italyy is the m
mostly affected in the Peri‐alpinne and Plaain macro‐‐
terrritorial areaas, as well ass Gorizia an
nd Vienna arreas.
In order
o
to intterpret the
e sources off integratioon problems, the nextt
Section investiigates admiinistrative, legal, linguiistic and socio‐culturall
barriers.
Map 10. GDP loss (% share
s
on GD
DP) in bordeer regions due
d to legal and borderrs – 2013
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4.2. Peerceived cross‐borde
c
er integraation prob
blems: lega
al, adminiistrative and
a
socio‐‐
culturaal barriers
High perceeption of
legal and
sociocultu
ural barriers.

Legal barrriers are
perceived
d as the main
n
obstacle…
…

At the basis of the GDP loss in cross‐borde
c
er areas th
here is thee
presence of d ifferent typ
pes of legal and adm inistrative, as well ass
sociocultural, barriers. Ass for the first categoryy, people in EUSALP do
o
inde
eed perceivve legal diffferences as a barrier m
much more than in thee
restt of Europee. In particcular, more
e than 21%
% of the residents in
n
EUSSALP perceiive legal an
nd administtrative issu es as a barrier, whilee
lesss than 16% in Europe. Language barriers
b
aree the second
d source off
obsstacle in botth Europe and
a EUSALP
P, while soccio‐cultural differencess
are attributed a relativelyy limited role (Figure 366).

Figure 36. Share of
o
inhabittants perceiving
borderrs as barrierrs ‐ 2015

…in all maacro areas,
especiallyy in the
Alpine one.

The
e legal andd administrative borde
er barriers are perceived as an
n
obsstacle especcially in th
he Alpine area,
a
wheree more than 22% off
resp
pondents sttress the problem (Fig
gure 37). Thhe differencce with thee
other two ma cro‐areas iss in fact no
ot so signifficant, sugggesting thatt
these kinds of barriers are
e perceived as obstaclees in all areaas.

Figure 37. SShare of inh
habitants
perceiving legal and
administraative differences as
barriers ‐ 22015

Data source:: Eurobarometter 422 (2015)).
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Linguisticc differencess
are also perceived ass
obstacles….

… althou
ugh in a
relativelyy limited wayy
in the Alpine area
due to its multilinguaal
nature.

A similar
s
situaation can be highligh
hted about linguistic and socio‐‐
culttural barrieers. Althouggh these ba
arriers seem
m to be less relevantt
than the legal aand administrative one
es, as said bbefore, theyy still play a
role
e (Figure 366). As show
wn in Figurre 38, the ppresence of
o differentt
langguages is p
perceived ass a barrier by more thhan 8% of re
espondentss
in EUSALP,
E
whhile it is only 6% in Europe. In thiis case the problem iss
partticularly siggnificant in the
t Plain macro‐territoorial area (8
8.6%), whilee
it iss relatively lless perceivved in the Alpine
A
sub‐rregion (7.4%
%), possiblyy
due
e to the muultilingual nature of a large
l
part oof this area (e.g. Swisss
cantons).

Figure 38. SShare of inh
habitants
perceiving ddifferent lan
nguage
as a barrierr ‐ 2015

Data source:: Eurobarometter 422 (2015)).

As for
f socio‐cu
ultural barriers (Figure
es 39 and 400, respectivvely), again,,
the Alpine maccro‐territorial area turn
ns out to bee the most affected.
a
In
n
ms, howeve
er, both social and cultural barriers aree
absolute term
perceived as thhe least rele
evant (Figurres 39 and 440).
Figure 39. Share of inhabitants
perceivingg social diffeerences as
a barrier ‐ 2015

Data source:: Eurobarometter 422 (2015)).
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Figure 400. Share of in
nhabitants
perceivingg different culture
c
as a
barrier ‐ 22015

Data source:: Eurobarometter 422 (2015)).

Figure 41 shows thee (likely) laack of laboour market integratio
on within cross‐border regions,,
measured as the ratio
o between the
t averagee employment rate of NUTS3 beloonging to a country off
a border reegion and the average employmeent rate of NUTS3
N
belonging to th e other cou
untry of thee
same bord
der region: the higher the indicat or, the high
her the lackk of labour market integration. 166
The Figuree shows a rather
r
likely high longg term inte
egration of the labourr market in
n all borderr
regions of EUSALP, higher
h
than the averagge of European borde
er regions, with two exceptions,
e
,
namely Geermany‐Fran
nce, and Sw
witzerland‐FFrance border regions.

Figure
re 41. Lack of
o long term
m
labouur market in
ntegration in
n
bordeer regions of
o EUSALP ‐
2011

Euroopean border reegions’ average
e

Data source:: own calculattions on Eurostat data

16

The indexx of the sharee in employm
ment rates is calculated ass employmentt rate of the border regio
on’s NUTS3 in
n
country A ovver employm
ment rate of the border reegion’s NUTS3
3 in country B, where thee country with
h the highestt
employmentt rate is alwayys at the num
merator. The ccloser the ind
dex to 1, the higher the lonng term integgration of thee
two labour m
markets, as diffferences in la
abour market conditions arre compensate
ed through m
migration. In th
he short term,,
compensatio
on could be th
hrough transb
border‐comm
muning and in this case the
e differences persist and th
he index mayy
even worsen
n.
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4.3 Conclusion on cross border integration: a sketch of the results
With respect to the rest of Europe, EUSALP registers a higher share of population living in border
regions and is much more affected by border‐related issues.
Barriers that are created by an international border are of different types: legal and
administrative, linguistic and sociocultural. The first type is perceived as the most problematic in
Europe as a whole, and in EUSALP in particular. The loss of GDP generated by the existence of legal
and administrative border barriers is estimated to be higher than 4% on Europe’s GDP and higher
than 6% on EUSALP GDP. In terms of loss for the border regions alone, these figures are 9% and
10.2% respectively.
Linguistic differences are the second perceived border‐related problems while a relatively limited
weight is attributed to social and cultural differences.
The situation within EUSALP is differentiated. The Plain is, indeed, characterized by:
‐
‐
‐

the lowest share of population living in border regions and consequently the lowest
quantitative impact on GDP;
a lower perception of legal and socio‐cultural barriers;
a relatively higher perception of linguistic barriers.

The Peri‐alpine macro‐territorial area is characterized by:
‐
‐
‐

a high perception of linguistic barriers;
a relatively high perception of legal and administrative barriers;
the most relevant loss of GDP due to legal and administrative barriers.

Finally, the Alpine macro‐territorial area registers:
‐
‐
‐
‐

the highest share of population living in border regions;
therefore the highest loss of GDP on the entire macro‐area due to legal and administrative
barriers;
the lowest loss in GDP on its single border regions due to a lower endowment of assets
sensitive to the presence of legal borders;
the highest perception of legal and administrative barriers and the lowest perception of
linguistic barriers. This can be due to the multilingual nature of the area.
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5. Them
matic poliicy doma
ain 3: spaatial stru
ucture
5.1 Perrformance indicatorss: accessibiility potential and to
ourism

A highly to
ouristic and
accessiblee region…

Tou
urism can bbe conside
ered as an indicator oof attractivveness and
d
therefore it caan be interrpreted as a perform ance indicaator of thee
geo
ographical/sspatial struccture of an area. Visitoor attraction
n in EUSALP
P
is much
m
higheer than the average European onne (Figure 42). This iss
likely to be duee to the tou
uristic vocattion of the A
Alpine macrro area and
d
to the presencce of big cities in the Pla
ain.
Figure 42.. Visitor attraction
rate, 20011‐2005

Data source:: ESPON, ATTR
REG (Attractivveness of Euroopean Regionss and Cities forr Residents annd Visitors)

... with relaatively more
limited accessibility in
the Alpine macro
territorial aarea, even if
higher than
n the
European aaverage.

Also
o by lookking at an
nother typ
pe of indiicator capturing thee
attrractiveness of an are
ea, namelyy physical accessibilitty, EUSALP
P
shows a good performan
nce in relattive terms. In fact, acccording to
o
thre
ee differentt indicators – road, rail, air and m
multimodal accessibility
a
y
– EUSALP turnns out to be
b more acccessible thaan the restt of Europee
(Figgures 43, 444, 45 and 46
6).17
As far
f as acceessibility is concerned, a breakdoown of info
ormation att
the macro‐terrritorial leve
el is available, and proovides a piccture of thee
Alpine region as an area with relatiively lower accessibilitty than thee
other two maccro‐territorial areas.

17

Multimodal accessibilitty combines three indicattors of accesssibility: road, rail, and airr (source: ESP
PON TRACC ‐
TRansport AC
CCessibility att regional/loca
al scale and paatterns in Eurrope).
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Figure 443. Road acccessibility,
2006

Data source:: ESPON, TRAC
CC (TRansportt ACCessibilityy at regional/lo
ocal scale and
d patterns in EEurope)

Figure 444. Rail acccessibility,
2006

Data source:: ESPON, TRAC
CC (TRansportt ACCessibilityy at regional/lo
ocal scale and
d patterns in EEurope)

Figuree 45. Air acccessibility, 2006

Data source:: ESPON, TRAC
CC (TRansportt ACCessibilityy at regional/lo
ocal scale and
d patterns in EEurope)
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Figurre 46. Multimodal
accesssibility, 200
06

Data source:: ESPON, TRAC
CC (TRansportt ACCessibilityy at regional/lo
ocal scale and
d patterns in EEurope)

ble. The sam
me applies foor digital co
onnectivity,,
EUSSALP is rathher accessib
whiich shows a higher th
han European averagee level, both for whatt
con
ncerns interrnet, and for
f the mo
ost advanceed broadbaand accesss
(Figgure 47).

Figurre 47. Houseeholds with
Internnet/ broadb
band accesss (%)
‐ 20114

Data source:: Eurostat

In order
o
to go iin greater depth
d
in the
e observatioon of this pe
erformancee
indiicator, a foocus at the
e micro‐terrritorial leveel seems appropriate..
Thiss is reporteed in Map 11.
1 As expeccted, metroopolitan are
eas emergee
as the moree accessible. In particular Lyoon, Milan, Stuttgart,,
t
Plain m
macro‐territtorial area;;
Heidelberg, Viienna and Basel in the
Nurremberg, G eneva, and Zurich in the Peri‐alp ine; the Alp
pine ring off
Munich, Salzbuurg and Innssbruck in th
he Alpine m
macro‐territo
orial area.
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Map 11. M
Multimodal accessibility
a
y – 2006

The
e next sectioon investigaates the territorial asseets that are
e associated
d
to the perforrmance ind
dicators of the geogrraphical structure. In
n
ucture and land use wiill be analyzzed.
partticular, setttlement stru

5.2 Geo
ographical assets: lan
nd use and
d settleme
ent structure

EUSALP: a land rich in
n
natural reesources butt
also in arrtificial,
urban, land uses
An artificcial and
agricultural land in
the Plain…

… and greeen and
water in the Alpine.

Loo
oking at thee indicator of land use
es, the spe cificity of the
t EUSALP
P
areaa taken ass a whole emerges quite
q
clearlly. As expe
ected, with
h
resp
pect to Eurrope, it is more
m
green
n, having a high share
e of forest,,
bare rocks andd glaciers, but
b also, strikingly, riccher in artifficial land –
whiich include s urban faabric (indusstrial, comm
mercial and
d transportt
unitts; mines, dumps, and consstruction ssites; artificial, non‐‐
agriicultural veegetated are
eas), on the
e other hannd, it is less endowed
d
with
h water, weetlands and agricultura
al land (Figuure 48).
Hugge internal differencess emerge if we move tthe focus to
o the threee
maccro‐territor ial areas (FFigure 49). The Plain area, and to a lesserr
exte
ent, the Peeri‐Alpine area
a
show a relative ly large exxtension off
artificial and aagricultural land, although the shaare of NUTS 3 regionss
defined as rurral is very limited (Figure 49). Onn the otherr hand, thee
Alpine area shhows a pred
dominance of unusabl e land – grreen, rocks,,
glacciers and w
water – and a relatively small shaare of agriccultural and
d
artificial land.
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Figure
F
48. Laand use, 2006
(E
Europe: refe
ference casee)

Data source:: ESPON from Corine Land Cover
C

Figure
F
49. LLand use, 20
006
(EUSALP:
(
reeference casse)

C
Data source:: ESPON from Corine Land Cover.

Similar setttlement
structure with
respect to
o Europe…

… with large
differencess among
the macro‐areas.

oking at thee settlemen
nt structure
e and keepping in mind that thiss
Loo
breakdown reefers only to
t “usable land”, EUSSALP shows a similarr
patttern to thee European
n one: abo
out 36% off NUTS3 be
elonging to
o
EUSSALP fall in the caategory of urban, 332% rural and 32%
%
18
agglomerated (Figure 50) . However, when EU
USALP is anaalyzed in itss
thre
ee macro‐teerritorial areas, clear differences eemerge: Alp
pine is both
h

18

Agglomerrated regions are defined (ESPON Dattabase) as th
hose regions hosting a citty of more than
t
300,000
0
h
than 3000 inhabitantss/km sq. or with
w a populattion density between
b
150−−
inhabitants aand a populattion density higher
and 300 inhaabitants/km sq
q. Urban regio
ons are defineed as hosting a city betwee
en 150,000 annd 300,000 inh
habitants and
d
a population density betw
ween 150 and 300 inhabitannts/km sq. (orr a smaller pop
pulation denssity – between
n 100 and 150
0
with a bigger centre, with more
m
than 3000,000 inh.) orr a population
n density betw
ween 100 and 150 inh./kmss
inh./km but w
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urban and ruural, missing agglomerated areaas. The natture of an
n
agglomerated Plain emerges, and of
o a more diversified Peri‐alpinee
areaa, hosting aall the three
e features, equally
e
reprresented.

Figure 50.. Settlement
structure (% of NUTSS3 regions
for each ccategory) ‐ 1999
1

Data source:: ESPON

Com
mparing Figgures 49 and 50, and
d referring to the co
ontradictoryy
messsage that eemerges forr the Alpine
e and the Pl ain areas – the formerr
sho
owing largee rural se
ettlements and a lo w relative share off
agriicultural lannd, the lattter presenting the oppposite cond
dition – wee
mayy argue thhat the aggricultural sector in the Alpine
e region iss
relaatively labouur intensive
e with respe
ect to the Pllain. This im
mpression iss
con
nfirmed by tthe higher intensity of agricultura l employme
ent per km2
of agricultural
a
land, achie
eving 0.85 in
n the Alpinee area and 0.79 in thee
Plain.
Focusing once again on th
he micro‐te
erritorial levvel, we can get furtherr
– more
m
disagg regated – information
n on the setttlement sttructure. Ass
can be seen in Map 12, aggglomeratio
on occurs – as expecte
ed – around
d
the main metrropolitan areas, name
ely: Lyon, M
Marseille, Nice,
N
Milan,,
Gen
noa, Stuttgaart, Heidelb
berg, Karlsru
uhe, Munic h, Nurembe
erg, Viennaa
and
d Basel in the Plain macro‐territorial areaa; Turin, Geneva and
d
Zurich in the Peri‐alpine; Liechtensstein in thee Alpine. As
A is clearlyy
sho
own, in pparticular, the Alpin
ne sub‐reggion is significantly
s
y
characterized bby a rural se
ettlement structure.
Map 12. Seettlement sttructure – 1999
1

sq. Finally, ru
ural regions are those areas with a popuulation densityy lower than 100
1 inh./sq. k m. and a centtre with moree
than 125,0000 inh., or a population density loweer than 100 inh./sq. kms. with a centtre smaller than
t
125,000
0
inhabitants.
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5.3. Conclusions on spatial structure:: a sketch of
o the resu
ults
In terms o
of physical, spatial stru
ucture – lannd uses and
d settlemen
nt structuree – EUSALP presents a
clear speccificity with
h respect to Europe in the wid
der presencce of greenn and natu
ural spacess
(particularly in the Alpine macro‐area) oon the one side, and of artifiicial, urban
nized landss
P
area). Furthermoore, other specificitiess concern the high presence
p
off
(particularly in the Plain
pine area a nd of agriccultural are
eas in the Plain (with extensive,,
water‐coveered lands in the Alp
labour‐inteensive production methods).
On the oth
her hand, co
onsidering the settlem
ment structu
ure inside “usable”
“
lannd, EUSALP as a wholee
presents a similar patttern with respect
r
to EEurope, with
h similar shares of aggglomerated,, urban and
d
ons. This facct hides pro
ofound diffeerences am
mong the intternal macrro‐areas, wiitnessed byy
rural regio
the prevaleence of aggglomerated settlementts in the Plaain, a preva
alence of ruural settlem
ments in thee
Alpine areaa and a morre equilibraated structuure in the Pe
eri‐alpine arrea.
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6. Them
matic poliicy doma
ain 4: envvironme
ental qua
ality
6.1 Perrformance indicatorss: congestio
on and pollution

A relativvely
congestted and
polluted
d area…

… especcially in the
Plain.

en its high ly urbanize
ed nature, EUSALP
E
is a relatively congested
d
Give
areaa with resppect to the
e rest of Europe (Figuure 51), altthough thee
difference is nnot particulaarly remarkkable (9.1% of driving time spentt
on congestion conditionss in EUSALP
P vs. 8.8% inn the reference area)..
As could be eexpected, the
t
situatio
on is moree serious in
n the Plain
n
maccro‐territor ial area (9.3
3%), while itt is better inn the Alpine
e (8.8%).
The
e picture iss similar fo
or pollution
n. As for thhis indicato
or, EUSALP
P
performs in a similar waay with resspect to Euurope, again with thee
worrst perform
mance in the
e Plain macrro‐territoriaal area and the best in
n
the Alpine (seee Figure 52).

Figure 51. Congestion
n
(number of daily hourrs driving
on congesttion conditiions over
total drivinng time) – 2005
2

Data source: ESSPON, TIPTAP (Territorial Impact
Package for Traansport and Agriccultural Policies)

Figure 552. Pollution
n
(emissioons due to road
r
passengger and freig
ght traffic) ‐
2005

Data source:: ESPON, TIPTA
AP (Territoriall Impact Packaage for Transp
port and Agriccultural Policiies)
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Thiss picture is consistent with the data
d
on setttlement strructure and
d
land
d use, sincee it can be expected
e
that more “arrtificial” are
eas are also
o
partticularly suubject to traffic,
t
cong
gestion an d pollution
n. Touristicc
trafffic should also be taken into co
onsideratioon in the Alpine
A
area..
Give
en the sizee of touristtic presence
e with resppect to inh
habitants in
n
win
nter and sum
mmer seaso
ons.
To get
g a cleareer idea on the micro‐te
erritorial disstribution of
o pollution,,
the indicator is repressented in Map 13. The situaation lookss
ench and Ita
alian Plain rregions (Maarseille and
d
partticularly serrious in Fre
Milaan areas inn particular)), while it lo
ooks betterr in the Alp
pine macro‐‐
terrritorial areaa.
Map 13. Po
ollution – 20
006

6.2 Con
nclusions on
o environmental qu
uality: a ske
etch of the
e results
EUSALP is a relativelyy congested and (up to a certain extent)
e
pollu
uted area w
with respectt to Europe..
m
urbanised Plain a rea, while the
t greenerr
As could be expected,, this result is mainly ddue to the more
Alpine reggion registeers the besst performaance in terrms of congestion an d especially pollution
n
levels. Thee Peri‐alpine sub‐regio
on places ittself in an intermediate position ffor both pe
erformancee
indicators analyzed.
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7. Them
matic poliicy doma
ain 5: soccial inclu
usion
7.1 Perrformance indicatorss: unemplo
oyment ratte and crim
me

A relativeely low
unemployment rate…
…

… more stable over
the crisis..

In EUSALP,
E
soccial distresss – measure
ed through unemploym
ment rate –
is lo
ower with rrespect to the
t rest of Europe (Figgure 53). In
n particular,,
the two unem
mployment rates lines presented in Figure 53 show a
w slightlyy
similar trend inn time, butt the distance betweenn the two was
g again therreafter.
striking up to 22008 but waas enlarging

Figure 53
53. Unemplo
oyment ratees
2003 ‐ 20015

Data source:: Eurostat

A relatively secure
region…

… with thee exception
of the Plain macro‐
territorial area.

a
to bee
As for anotheer indicatorr of social performancce (once again
erpreted ass a negative
e performan
nce) – crim
me – Figure 54 reportss
inte
the number off crimes (intentional homicide, roobbery, burrglary, theftt
of vehicle)
v
perr 100,000 re
esidents in the 2008‐22010 period. As can bee
easily seen, EU
USALP is relatively morre secure w
with respect to the restt
of Europe, w
with rather different situations in the thrree macro‐‐
n is, indeed,, less securee, due to th
he presencee
terrritorial areaas. The Plain
of large urbann agglomeraations. Figu
ures 55a annd 55b sho
ow that thee
spatial inequaality within the single
e macro‐terrritorial are
eas is veryy
similar among them.
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Figure 554. Crimes ‐ 2008‐2010
(no. of ccrimes per 100,000
residentts)

Data source:: Eurostat

Figure 55b.
5 Spatial inequality of
o crimes byy
geograp
phical areass (2008‐2010) – EUSALP
P
(disstribution off the observvations)

0

.01

.02

.03

Fig
gure 55a. Sp
patial inequa
ality of crim
mes by
geograph
hical areas (2008‐2010
(
0)
EEUSALP and
d Europe (G
Gini coefficieent)

alpine

perii-alpine

plain

Data source:: Eurostat

A more
m
precisse represen
ntation is provided
p
att the micro
o‐territoriall
leve
el in Map 144. Here there seems to
o be a sort oof south‐we
est – north‐‐
east divide, w
with the firsst region being more seriously affected
a
byy
crim
me and thee second be
eing more secure.
s
Rem
markably, most
m
of thee
Alpine macro‐tterritorial area falls in the
t second category.
The
e overall sittuation in te
erms of soccial distresss (unemployment ratee
and
d crime) cann be the re
esult of different condditions (e.gg. cohesion,,
altruism, histoorical and cultural values), that are analyyzed in thee
follo
owing secti on.
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Map 14. N
Number of crrimes per 10
00,000 residdents, 2008
8‐2010

v
7.2 Soccial assets: cohesion,, ecologica l consciousness, histtorical andd cultural values
Social inclusionn is meant in this studyy as a condittion of social cohesion
n
(me
easured thhrough tru
ust), ecolog
gical conscciousness (measured
d
thro
ough voluntteering for the environ
nment), richhness in hisstorical and
d
culttural valuess (measured as existin
ng cultural heritage and culturall
eve
ents), opennness to socio
ocultural diversities.
A lower social
n in EUSALP…
…
cohesion

… especially in the
Peri‐alpiine macro‐
territoriaal area.

The
e first asset analyzed here
h
is socia
al cohesion,, represented through
h
“tru
ust”. The shhare of respondents in the Europeean Value Survey (EVS))
200
09 claimed tthat “people can be tru
usted” are tthose saying that “you
u
cannot be tooo careful”. As shown
n in Figuree 56, EUSA
ALP is lesss
coh
hesive than the rest off Europe, with a ratherr different situation in
n
the three maccro‐territorial areas. Trrust is higheer in the Pllain macro‐‐
terrritorial areaa (as high ass in the reference area)), while the Peri‐alpinee
and
d the Alpinee sub‐regio
ons show a significanttly lower le
evel (Figuree
56). The Alpi ne registerrs also very diversifiied internaal situation
n
(Figgures 57a annd 57b).
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Figure 56.. Trust – 2009
(People caan be trusteed/you cann
not
be too carreful)

Data source:: European Va
alue Survey, 20
009.

Figure 57b. Spatial inequuality of tru
ust values byy
geographiccal areas (22008‐2010) – EUSALP
(distribution of thhe observattions)

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Figure 577a. Spatial inequality
i
of trust valuees by
g
geographica
al areas (200
08‐2010)
EUSSALP and Eu
urope (Gini coefficient)
c

alpine

peri-alpin
ne

pllain

Data source:: European Va
alue Survey, 20
009.

To investigatee the pictu
ure in grea
ater depth,, the micro
o‐territoriall
situ
uation is reppresented in
i Map 15. The Plain macro‐terrritorial areaa
lookks in fact ccharacterize
ed by highe
er trust, esppecially in French and
d
north‐eastern Italian re
egions. Mu
uch lower levels of trust aree
registered in tthe Alpine area,
a
especcially in Swiitzerland an
nd western
n
Ausstria, but a lso in the Northern German
G
reggions inside
e the Plain
n
areaa.
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Map 15. Trrust – 2009

An area w
with a high
ecologicall
consciousness…

As for ecologiical conscio
ousness, it was meas ured as th
he share off
peo
ople volunteeering for environmen
e
nt, ecology, or animal rights (EVSS
200
09). This kin d of ecologgical attitude can be in a sense considered ass
a lu
uxury good (you can “afford”
“
to take care oof these isssues only iff
you
u do not have oth
her kinds of more material problems)..
Con
nsistently, t hese virtues are much more pres ent in a rich
h area such
h
as EUSALP,
E
thaat presents a value of 20%
2 with reespect to a mere 7% in
n
Europe (Figuree 58).

… especiaally in the
Plain.

espite its w ealth – sho
ows a lowerr
Witthin EUSALPP, the Alpine area – de
envvironmentallly consciou
usness prop
pensity withh respect to
o the otherr
areaas (about 10%), while the Plain registerss a definite
ely greaterr
volu
unteering aattitude (m
more than 24%). Beyyond wealth, anotherr
rele
evant factoor determin
ning this atttitude is liikely to be
e an urban
n
con
ndition and culture. Figures 59a and
a 59b di splay respe
ectively thee
spatial diversiffication and
d the distribution of thee observations for thiss
indiicator. The spatial distrribution com
mes out to be very hom
mogeneouss
inside and amoong the maccro‐territorial areas.
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Fig
gure 58. Ecoological con
nsciousnesss ‐
20
009
(Share of peoople volunteeering for
en
nvironment,, ecology orr animal
rig
ghts)

Data source:: European Va
alue Survey, 20
009.

Figure 59a
a. Spatial in
nequality off volunteerinng for
the envirronment byy geographiccal areas (22008‐
2010) – EUSALP an
nd Europe (G
Gini coefficieent)

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

Figure 59b. Spatial ineequality of volunteerin
v
g
by geograp
phical areass (2008‐201
10) – EUSALP
(distribution of tthe observa
ations)

alpine

peri-alpine

plain

alue Survey, 20
009.
Data source:: European Va

An area rich in
historical values.

The
e relevance of historicaal values wa
as measureed as cultural heritage,,
in terms of nu mber of mo
onuments per
p capita. EEUSALP sho
ows a valuee
whiich is 45% hhigher with respect to the
t rest of EEurope (Figure 60).
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Figure 60. Cultural heeritage ‐ 200
05
(monumennts per capiita)

Data source:: ESPON project 1.3.3, Impa
acts of culturaal heritage and
d identity

The
e three maccro‐territorial areas do
o not show
w relevant differences:
d
:
culttural heritaage is prese
ent in Plain
n, Peri‐alpinne and Alpine macro‐‐
terrritorial areaas more than in the resst of Europee. Figures 61a and 61b
b
sho
ow the sppatial diversification and the distributio
on of thee
obsservations foor the different areas, respectivelly. While th
he Plain and
d
Peri‐alpine maacro‐territorrial areas lo
ook quite hhomogeneous, culturall
heritage in thee Alpine sub
b‐region turns out to bee more concentrated.

0

.02

.04

.06

Figure 61a
a. Spatial inequality of cultural herritage Fig
gure 61b. Sp
patial inequuality of cultural herita
age
by geogrraphical areeas (2008‐2
2010) – EUSA
ALP
geograp
phical areas (2008‐2010
0) – EUSALP
P
Data source:: ESPON project 1.3.3, Impa
acts of culturaal heritage and
dby
identity
and Europee (Gini coeffficient)
(distrribution of tthe observations)

alpine

59

peri-alpine

pla
ain

An area w
with scarce
cultural vaalues…

… with a rrelatively
better situ
uation in thee
Alpine maacro‐
territorial area.

A different
d
piccture emerges for what concernns the cultu
ural values,,
meaasured as tthe numberr of cultural events peer thousand
d residents..
EUSSALP on aveerage show
ws a much lower valuee of culturaal values. In
n
factt, it accountts for less than
t
half off the culturaal events with
w respectt
to Europe (Figgure 62). The
T cultural events, hhowever, are spatiallyy
ncentrated iin the Alpin
ne region. Traditional festivals in
n mountain
n
con
villaages, musiccal and the
eatrical events in citiees, indeed, take placee
with
hin this m
macro‐territtorial area. These a spects can
n be both
h
exp
ploited for and explain
ned by its touristic nnature (speccialization)..
Figu
ures 63a annd 63b sho
ow the spatial inequaality of cultural valuess
with
hin each m
macro‐terriitorial area
as: there ddo not se
eem to bee
partticularly rellevant differences in te
erms of disttribution, although thee
Alpine macro‐tterritorial area
a
is slightly more hoomogeneou
us as far ass
oncerned.
thiss specific inddicator is co

Figure 62.. Cultural evvents ‐ 2005
5
(no. of culltural eventts per
thousand residents)

Data source:: ESPON project 1.3.3, Impa
acts of culturaal heritage and
d identity
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.25

Figure
F
63b. Spatial ineqquality of cu
ultural even
nts by
geograp
phical areass (2008‐201
10) – EUSALP
(disstribution off the observvations)

0

.05

.1

.15

.2

Figure 63a. Spatia
al inequalityy of culturall events
by geographical areas (2008
8‐2010) – EU
USALP
and Euro
ope (Gini co
oefficient)

alpine

peri-alpiine

plain

Datta source: ESPON project 1.33.3, Impacts of
o cultural herritage and iden
entity

nclusions on
o social in
nclusion: a sketch of the resultss
7.3 Con
EUSALP sh
hows a much lower soccial distresss (unemployyment and crime)
c
withh respect to the rest off
Europe. Overall, the region is less open aand cohesivve (lower trust), but m
more environmentallyy
involved (h
higher ecological consciousness). It also sho
ows higher historical ttraditions, but
b a lowerr
attention tto cultural events.
e
The area reegisters diffferent situaations in thee different in the macro‐territoria l areas. The
e Plain areaa
is a relativeely cohesivee and open (trust) areaa. It shows high
h historical values, bbut it is also
o subject to
o
a greater social distrress in term
ms of crimee, due to its
i urban‐ag
gglomerateed nature. A differentt
picture is obtained in
n the Alpin
ne macro‐teerritorial arrea. This mountain
m
arrea is insteaad scarcelyy
open and ccohesive (trrust), but sh
hows the loowest level of social diistress (crim
me and high
h density off
cultural evvents), that are exploitted for tou rism. Finally, the Peri‐‐alpine areaa registers a relativelyy
low level o
of crime, asssociated to
o the lowestt level of trrust, and th
he lowest o rganisation of culturall
events.
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8. Conclusions and seeds for a policy strategy
In this study the richness of economic potential of EUSALP clearly emerged. EUSALP is a wealthy
and dynamic area, which managed to go through the crisis without too hard sacrifice and was able
to recover in 2013, reaching the GDP levels and overcoming the employment levels of 2008.
The area as a whole presents a wide array of potentialities. It registers an incredible productivity
level, even if decreasing during the crisis; it is an impressively innovative area, both in terms of
new knowledge produced as well as of market innovation, with a clear technological vocation with
respect to Europe as a whole.
EUSALP is also characterised by a relevant presence of industrial activities, the main recipients of
its research potential, evenly distributed throughout the three macro‐areas. Its industrial
specialization and the relatively large size of the sector, weighting nearly one fourth of overall
GDP, can explain the decrease in productivity during the crisis period, when the industrial sector
was hit by the strong contraction of international trade. At the same time, even in presence of the
crisis, the competitive advantage of the sector allowed a better performance with respect to the
European industry. This economic profile generated a clear attractiveness of the area in terms of
population in the whole macro‐region.
The strength of EUSALP economy also lies on the wide complementarities that exist both among
sectors ‐ presenting an astonishing variety of activities – and among the three macro‐territorial
areas that were devised on the basis of geo‐morphological indicators (elevation, share of unusable
land and distance from Alpine peaks. In fact, EUSALP encompasses a rich, dynamic and advanced
Alpine area, with clear vocations in touristic and agricultural activities, which do not prevent a
relevant presence of industrial, financial and advanced service activities, including applied
research and market innovation processes. Around the Alpine core area lies a Peri‐Alpine area,
with a leadership in basic science, patenting and general purpose technologies, backed by a
performing industrial sector and efficient financial activities. Finally, EUSALP also lies on a rich
Plain area, presenting large and medium‐large urban settlements generating agglomeration
economies on which the competitiveness of the economic fabric relies. This macro‐area is
characterized by a North‐South divide in terms of innovation processes: a Northern part, mainly
generating new knowledge according to a science‐based pattern, and a Southern one, smartly
applying to local industries knowledge sourced outside, favouring strong internal innovation.
The three macro‐areas are widely homogeneous internally, even if, in some specific cases like R&D
facilities and financial centres, location of the related activities are spatially concentrated in a
network of urban poles. In spite of the existing complementarities among economic activities
inside the single macro‐territorial areas, particularly in the industrial innovation and touristic
filières, further integration potentials could be achieved through “cross‐areas complementarity
networks” – intended as cooperation agreements between complementary activities emphasizing
specialization and division of labour ‐ and through “wide area synergy networks” – namely
cooperation among similar activities inside each single macro‐territorial area, allowing the reach of
a superior critical mass.
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For what concerns, “cross‐areas complementarity networks”, we envisage the following
opportunities:











complementarity between knowledge creation and application processes, based on a
network link between advanced research centres (particularly in the Peri‐alpine area),
universities, mainly present in large urban areas (Plain) and dispersed industry, taking
advantage of existing excellences, agglomeration economies and major accessibility nodes;
linkage between industrial/touristic specialization and accessibility. The Plain, with its
harbours and airports can reinforce its role of gatekeeper for the industrial activity of the
whole EUSALP area, and for the worldwide touristic activity of the Alpine area;
cooperation between science based activities and touristic services. Large opportunities
exist to modernise the touristic activities of the Alpine area with the science‐oriented
nature of the entire macro‐region, by guiding innovation activities to upgrade ski‐
infrastructure and to provide new touristic smart services;
linkage between the communication‐commercialisation filière and small and medium
entreprises in agriculture and tourism services, the former mainly located in large urban
areas and the latter mainly in the Alpine and Plain areas, in order to strengthen market
innovation;
complementarity between research in bio‐technologies and agricultural activities, to the
advantage of the Alpine and the Plain areas;
complementarity between energy, construction and forest industries, allowing
developments in sustainable and green construction.

The study shows also possibilities in terms of “wide area synergy networks”, linking firms acting in
similar sectors achieving economies of scale and scope. The sectors in which these synergies are
likely to be more easily achieved are:








scientific research and high education, enlarging the flow and sharing of students and
researchers, integrating basic scientists and applied scientists, and merging competences in
related and complementary fields;
touristic services, integrating through new organizational and logistic innovations spatially
proximate areas, and/or complementary in the typology of services provided (lake / see /
mountain / cultural tourism);
exchange of good organizational and technical practices in services of general interest,
like health, urban and spatial planning, environmental planning, transport infrastructure
and management of cultural heritage;
cooperation among public administrations in the coordination and integration of legal
and administrative systems across borders, a cooperation that the study proved to be
crucial: in fact, huge losses in GDP could be avoided through limited investments of a
mainly organizational character.
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Of course, single regions inside EUSALP and the single macro‐areas present specificities and
particular needs which require a place‐based approach. This is why the entire EUSALP community
should embrace the place‐based strategy in a convinced way, merging the knowledge and
capabilities of local intermediate institutions and actors with on the one side common
methodology and guidelines in order to more easily devise the better strategies for each place,
and on the other side with a general vision for the specific macro‐areas and regions of the EUSALP
space.
As was underlined in the study, EUSALP presents an actual economic strength and a potential for
future growth and modernization comparable with the Northern area of the large capitals of
Europe (London, Paris, Brussels, Berlin). This potential, if supported by a strong political will, could
allow the macro‐region to upgrade its decision‐making power inside the Union, counterbalancing
the power of the Northern area.
Beyond political will, which is in the hands of policy‐makers, a crucial precondition for achieving
this result lies in the psychological attitudes of people and collectivities of the macro‐region.
Enhancing trust with neighbouring regions and countries and reinforcing an Alpine identity
building process should become a priority in the political agenda in the near future.
The study has provided an interesting picture of the macro‐region, with its potentialities, both in
terms of socio‐economic, natural and cultural resource endowment and socio‐economic
performance. The results open to possible future research questions, that could encompass:
‐

‐

the identification of the most important and strategic resources that explain the
relatively good socio‐economic performance of the macro‐region. By taking into
consideration the different types of development models that have emerged by the
present analysis (e.g. knowledge driven development model; touristic/natural
development model; industry‐driven model), it would be interesting to highlight: i) which
areas belonging to specific development models are able to use in the most optimal way
the strategic resource typical for that development model; ii) which areas, instead, use the
strategic resources in a suboptimal way; iii) which complementary resources are strategic
for that type of development model, and whether areas based on this development model
are sufficiently endowed of these complementary resources; iv) whether areas are able to
use their complementary resources in an efficient way. An analysis like this allows a more
in‐depth understanding of specialisation of the macro‐region and of its macro‐territorial
areas, and of the success of the area;
the measurement of the strategic resource integration level of the EUSALP area. By this an
analysis is intended of the degree to which the areas belonging to the macroregion are
integrated in terms of resource exploitation. In other words, it would be interesting to
understand if NUTS3 regions within the macroregion are able to use resources of other
NUTS3, and if this happens among similar or complementary regions. The integration
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‐

concerns both inter and intra‐macro territorial level (more in‐depth understanding of
integration/cooperation of the macro‐region and of its macro‐territorial areas);
a last interesting analysis could be the measurement of trade integration, of the degree of
openness of EUSALP and of its single areas.

The three above mentioned research lines would allow to develop important normative
suggestions. The identification of the degree of efficient exploitation of strategic resources and of
the presence of complementary resources for each type of development model could be
extremely useful to reinterpret the smart specialization strategy towards a resource‐based
strategy rather than an industry‐based strategy, as it is mostly the case in the way it is now
conceived.
The second and third research lines, instead, would help an in‐depth analysis and understanding of
the integration / cooperation level, which would certainly lead to an identification of the right
cooperation strategies both among and within macro‐territorial areas based on already existing
integration capacities and cooperation willingness.
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